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NEW HEADLINE
GOES
HERE
OR...
.... ...
Is this a conspiracy, an experiment, or maybe it’s just... No,
no, no... YES! SOLD! This is the word and seems to be the
only thing that matters. NOT! Release is the word and that’s
what this was all about from the beginning... A place for
crossing cultures and expressing the true... We are here to
explore unique artistic creations that push the boundaries of the
establishment in order to evoke debate in the art, music and tech
worlds. We promote art that questions the mind while helping
you to identify with the artist within...
Inside this edition, we go from the hardcore scene of punk,
metal and... back into the funky jazz sounds of no words
needed by TAUK... YES, DOWN is a band named DOWN
and they are... With Phil Anselmo of Pantera at the front with
COC’s Pepper Keenan and Crowbar’s Kirk Windstein on the
guitars, Pat Bruders on bass and Jimmy Bower on drums, this
is the monster hardcore supagroup of the... Then comes the
Barb Wire Dolls, which is the next closest thing to the Sex
Pistols and Ramones says many... Maria Brophy talks about
The Business of Art, TAUK’s CD and Who is this Artist
named R. Smith? We do not have room to fit everything

into the magazine like the interviews we held with Sister
EX, Metal Person 3, Danielle Howle and Stan Greenburg
talks to Exopshere Radio about the art of mastering a
mistake & the truth about Scepter Records... All these
and more will be on the website before August 1, 2013.
ATTENTION: No online updates needed as long as they
cannot touch the central nervous system. The story is coming
soon, but we need to complete the... before we let them in to
see what the public does not already realize. You can do all
this with the version you already have, but you do not want
to have to create original work... when all those neat filters
are good enough for CRAP IN, CRAP OUT!!! SAMO,
SAMO, SAMO #2. It’s about the art and the technology is
just a tool until you let the software create for you. I must
have my head in the clouds again or was that CLOUD! It’s
about the art and the artists... The truth about the lifestyle
and why... NO, I’m not sorry! Walking my mind to an easy
time... Rain vs. Fire... Left vs. Right... WAITING.
Thanks and have a great... JAMAL.
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DO NOT READ...
We want your story ideas, photographs, art show listings, museums, galleries,
trends, technology, cd reviews, product reviews, art show reviews, poetry, film,
art news, music news, tech news, action sports and more. It’s about the modern
creative lifestyle and... Send emails submission to: editorial@dotdotdotmag.com,
Attention: “Submission” in the subject line. We also welcome your letters to the
editor and comments about the... if you dare. hahaa
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Still Flying High on
“Temptation’s Wings”
20 Years Later...
Written by Rob Grissom
Photography by Donald Perry

The New Orleans, LA
based hardcore rockin’
n’rollin’ southern lords
Down initially began
as a side project but
has morphed over
time into its own
indestructible creature
with no indication of
resting on their laurels.
Since their 1991 incarnation, Down
has released a rather abbreviated
compendium of ass-kickin’, southern groove sludgery with only three
full length studio albums but has
slowly recruited a raucous and
eternally loyal worldwide fan
base nonetheless. The band had
several hiatuses between albums
and tours mainly to pursue new
band startups and rejoining their
previous hard rockin’ groups to
lay down some new tunes. Out of
nowhere, they seem to be mystically
resurrected from the grave time
and time again. Opening their
own coffins and bearing a bounty
of their own skull-crackin’, riffscorched material as only Down
can do. With the 2012 witchtrippin’
offering of the six track monster
Down IV: Part 1, The Purple EP
(ILG/Down Records) and a promise
of at least three more EP’s to
come, Down flips the bird to the
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unsympathetic music critics as they roll out on
band entered their first hiatus, bassist Todd
their own path of destiny at their own speed…
Strange jumped ship and Down relied on the
as Anselmo’s Housecore Records label boasts… legendary Pantera bassist Rex Brown, Anselmo’s
WE OWE YOU NOTHING!!!
old band mate and 4-string extraordinaire. In
In 1991, Pantera’s mythic front man Phil
2001, recording began on the sophomoric
Anselmo, the guitar wizardry of Corrosion of
offering, Down II: A Bustle in Your Hedgerow.
Conformity’s (COC) Pepper Keenan joined by
The name of the album was an obvious nod to
Crowbar’s guitarist Kirk Windstein and Todd
the influence of their icons in Led Zeppelin.
Strange thumpin’ the bass, accompanied by
Completed in 28 days at Anselmo’s barn/studio
former COC and current EyeHateGod’s
“Nödferatu’s Lair”, the intoxicating, allegedly
Jimmy Bower whacking the skins, the soondrug and booze induced album was mauled by
to-be almighty Down was
the critics… the true Down
born and hardcore chaos
Lifers (aka Brotherhood of
was sure to ensue. They
Eternal Sleep) thought othThe Purple EP was a five
recorded a three tune demo
erwise. With fifteen tracks
cassette tape and flooded
of pure metal perfection
star effort and debuted
the various metal shows
including “Lyserik Funeral
at
No.35
on
the
and festivals handing it
Procession”, “Ghosts Along
out and asking people
the Mississippi”, “Where
Billboard charts, No.15
“have you heard of this
I’m Going”, “New Orleans
on the Rock Albums
band Down?” without even
Is a Dying Whore”; Down
chart, No.7 on the
revealing the members of
II proved to be a fan favorite
the group. This guerilla
and debuted on the Billboard
Independent Albums
marketing campaign
charts at No.44 with many
listing, and topped the
launched the music world
of the face melting tracks
Hard Rock Albums
into a tizzy trying to find
being mainstays on their
out who this band was
hit-packed set lists at every
ranks all in the week
and secure a record deal.
venue today. After a stint
of
October
6th,
2012...
They played a small show
on the 2002 Ozzfest tour,
in their hometown, the
Downs’ lineup was seemingly
secret identity of the
set in stone and was enjoying
band members was revealed and they swiftly
the fruits from their renewed success. Unfortunately,
inked a record deal. In 1995, the initial highly
or fortunately…depending on your POV, the
anticipated offering of NOLA was unleashed
band went on yet another unavoidable break
on Elektra Records which was donned with
for members to work on their other musical
extremely high reviews from the hard-nosed
endeavors and for Rex and Phil to focus solely
music experts and label executives. The album
on their health and face-off with their respective
was overflowing with the most powerful,
demons. It wasn’t until 2007 before Down was
identifiable metal tunes “Temptation’s Wings”,
resurrected once again with Down III: Over
“Lifer”, “Stone the Crow” and the weed toking
the Under, which debuted at No.26 on the Billanthems “Hail the Leaf ” and “Bury Me in
board chart showcasing a more matured and
Smoke”, alongside other blistering works made healthier musicianship and song structure than
for a helluva debut. After a lengthy tour, the
ever before and still maintaining that classic
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Down sound. Providing the ear bursting tracks
of “Three Suns and One Star”, “N.O.D.”, “On
March the Saints”, and my personal favorite “In
the Thrall of it All”, the album was instantly
well received by the critics and the harder to
please band fanatics too. As quickly as they
resurfaced and sneak-attacked us with the
Down III album…they quietly retreated. Once
again, another hiatus lasting five years until the
2012 release of Down IV: The Purple EP, the
first in a possible series of four. The stripped
down, all Anselmo penned, back-to-basics
sounding, spirit conjuring tunes of “Witchtripper”,
“Open Coffins”, and “Misfortune Teller” are a
wicked addition to their brutal set list of dark
and gloomy classics. With the absence of Rex
Brown due to arising heath issues, Crowbar’s
maniacal bassist Pat Bruders filled in on tour
and in the studio. With a splendid debut with
the band, Bruders has assumed a more permanent
role with the band... a perfect piece to complete
the Down puzzle. The Purple EP was a five star
effort and debuted at No.35 on the Billboard charts, No. 15 on the
Rock Albums chart, No.7
on the Independent Albums
listing, and topped the Hard
Rock Albums ranks all in
the week of October 6th,
2012…and was even released
on purple vinyl in February of
2013. As Mr. Anselmo stated,
“It has a practice room vibe to
it. We didn’t try to fuckin’ slick it
out or anything…we went the more raw route”.
As always, Anselmo’s poetic lyrics deal with
somewhat personal experiences and demons,
but the new EP digs a little deeper and explores
faith based themes and all of mankind’s hardships with some cultural knocks thrown in for
good measure. His lyrical genius continues to
expand as he navigates the uncharted territory
of semi-sobriety as of late…and what a ride it

will be as we tag along and applaud him every
step of the way. We have seen him at his
worst… now we get the undeserving privilege
of seeing him at his best, with the absolute
best yet to come.
Down’s music continually zigzags genre
lines. From hard rockin’ tracks to metal filled
thunderous tunes, from the psychedelic to the
blues …these seasoned veterans draw from all
their influences to provide the unmistakable
sound we have come to expect. Try to pigeonhole
them into a single genre, or subgenre, if you
want…but Down are the innovators of their
own genre, playing any damn type of music
they want to at any given time and at their own
pace. No band can come close to imitating
their sound… many have tried and none have
succeeded. With a mind-blowing live show and
the unwavering chemistry all the band mates
share, Down will continue to keep all their
fans satisfied as long as they are still having
fun…and from the looks of it lately, they
are still having the times of their lives!!!
When the 3Dot Mag crew caught up
with Anselmo and Co. on their Dirty
Southeast Tour at The Lincoln
Theater in Raleigh, NC on May
24th, the massive sold-out crowd
was standing in line early to make
sure they could secure a great
vantage spot to witness the first
time the band has ever made a stop
in the Capitol City…and everyone left the
venue bruised, exhausted and beer-soaked with
sore necks and a temporary hearing loss from
one of the best shows in the Carolinas this year.
As Down slowly assembled onstage to a brutal
driving bass and drum assault from the duo of
Pat Bruders and Jimmy Bower, the riff lord
Pepper Keenan casually strolled in and was
joined by Kirk Windstein to start the intro to
the classic tune “Eyes of the South”. Right on
cue Phil Anselmo appeared with arms in the air

and bellowed the ominous scream, “GD!!!”
to light the fire under the crowd and start the
party off right. The high octane super group
graced the stages of smaller venues along the
Southeast USA as a practice lap prior to
embarking on a Western World Tour. With
stops at UK’s legendary Download Festival
located in Historic Donington Park, MetalFest
in Germany, HellFest in France, and Rock Gods
in Greece, the Bayou Bad boys prove time and
time again to be a worldwide powerhouse of
unmatched proportions.
Who could have imagined… from Pepper’s
first crippling chord of “Temptation’s Wings” at
their inaugural show on September 25th, 1995
at the minuscule Rendon Inn Bar in New Orleans,
LA, Down would be heralded as the underground
royalty they are nearly 20 years later? I’m
absolutely positive Phil and his boys knew they
had something special. With their current roster

of pedigreed artists…their limits are boundless.
Never underestimate the band’s determination
and drive with Phil and Pepper steering the bus,
surprises will be a certainty along their journey.
Most of all, never count Down out… they will
always seemingly be resurrected right when you
think they are finished and blow your mind
with more fast and furious tunes of distorted
metal perfection. Somewhere up above, I’m
certain Dimebag Darrell Abbott is “gettin’ his
pull on” with a nodding grin, approving of the
successes of his longtime brothers… surely his
spirit is bending a string or two with ol’ Pep and
Kirk. We can’t wait to hear what Down serves
up on the next EP’s and the epic live shows
they still have in store for us!!! END
Check ‘em out at www.down-nola.com and on
facebook at https://www.facebook.com/down
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ASK MARIA

For over a decade, Maria Brophy
has been the art agent for Drew
Brophy. An artist’s advocate, Maria
helps artists to create their own
success through her writings and
one-on-one consulting. Maria’s
vision is that “all creative people
get to live the life of their dreams,
and make good money doing it”.
Visit her art business blog at:
www.MariaBrophy.com.
“I’m just starting out as an artist and I’m not
sure which way to go. I’m afraid to make a mistake. How do I find quick success as an artist?”
Valentina B., Charleston, S.C.

“The Journey of a Thousand Miles Begins
with One Step.” Lao Tzu
There’s no such thing as an overnight success
or a lucky break.
Success is achieved slowly, over time, in little
increments. At some point you arrive at your
goal. But by that time, your goals have changed
and grown along the way. Often, we forget to
see just how far we’ve come.
The path to success can been seen as a long
row of dominos, neatly lined up. Each domino
represents an achievement or a desire. The final
domino, in the very back, represents your final
destination – it’s what will happen when we can
finally say “I’ve found success.”
For you, that big domino may be the day that
you are commissioned by your favorite musician
to paint their portrait. Or it could be when you
reach a certain dollar amount in sales. Or when
you can finally quit that awful “other” job and
become a professional artist, full time.
Lined up in front of that final domino are
all the other accomplishments, desires and skills
that you need to knock down first. And they
are all essential to the path of an artist.
Some of the dominoes that my artist husband,
Drew and I have knocked over in the past two
decades have been: Beating stage fright; Selling a
painting for $14,000; Getting a “how to” book
published; Nailing a license deal for Drew Brophy
Converse shoes and; Getting our own T.V. show
on the air.
Many big dominoes remain on our list, such
as that coveted coffee-table art book publishing
deal; art projects that will have us traveling Europe,
and getting our T.V. show picked up by a major
channel. After being in the art business for over
twenty years, we are able to look back and see how
every achievement has led to the next, and then

the next, and to appreciate how far we’ve come.
In the beginning, you might not realize the
importance of the succession of each little
achievement. But as time goes on, you’ll be able
to see how one domino knocks down the next,
and the next.
We couldn’t have achieved the T.V. show without
first beating stage freight. And beating stage
freight meant actively seeking out opportunities
to speak to groups of people and give live painting
demos, for many few years. The dominoes have
to be knocked down in order.
Many people switch paths when the dominos
aren’t getting knocked down quick enough.
And then they start something new, which
also fails, because they quit that before it finds
success as well.
Stay on one path, don’t turn back, and trust
that it will happen if you stay committed, passionate, and steady. Designing a life of creative
success takes time. Sometimes a lifetime!
“I know, I know”, you say. But most of us
don’t have patience. We want to see results
NOW! We don’t want to wait for the gallery to
call, or the money, or the recognition.
But try this: sit back and relax. Be patient.
Watch the dominoes fall gently. In a few years,
you’ll look back and see just how much you’ve done.
And know that when you reach that final big
domino in the back, you’ll already have set up
new dominos, bigger, loftier ones.
And that’s part of what makes this life so
exciting. The possibilities are endless and
ever growing.... Maria Brophy
PS: Please email me at consulting@mariabrophy.com.
I would love to hear from you! If you have any
questions you would like me to address in the next
column, let me know. Thanks for reading! END
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Photo by Paul Mallet
Interview by Donald Perry
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Who are the Barb Wire Dolls?
We are a 3 piece. Duo plus singer that originate from the Ikarus Artist Commune in
Crete Greece. We were bored musically, socially and politically with the state of
the world... we needed something new, so we started the band. In 2010 we
started playing shows and in the middle of the year fate and destiny intervened
when DJ Rodney Bingenheimer of KROQ radio station in Los Angeles -the first
DJ to spin records in the U.S. by the Ramones, Guns N' Roses, Nirvana, Coldplay to name but a few -started playing our demo and invited us to perform in
America. Within a few weeks we sold everything they owned and re-located
to Los Angeles. We lived there for a year playing 3 shows a week and then
went on tour and lived out of our van for another year and a half, touring
the united states relentlessly. Now we will do the same thing in Europe.

Why the Barb Wire Dolls?
Just a name pick from a hat?
There are many reasons. First of, we respect and love The New York Dolls
and we wanted the band to be fun but annoy people just like they did.
Also there is a soft porn from the 70's called Barbed Wire Dolls so we
liked that people would look up our name on goggle or youtube and
references to the porno would come up.

Any technology
used in producing
your music?

Who or what
influences the
band,the art?

First Paid Gig
as The Barb
Wire Dolls?

We recorded our debut album with
Steve Albini who is known world
wide to be simple, back to the basics
and raw. He recorded it in 2 nights
in one take on analog tape and it
was also mastered with Bob Weston
on analog equipment too.

The first wave of punk and
anything before the 90's.

We are a DIY band so
money is not the issue of
importance to us, only the
music and the audience.

Mac or PC?
Who cares. Throw them both
out the window.
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Most important quotes of all time that
really inspire the bands expression?
"I hope for nothing. I fear nothing. I am free." ~ Nikos
Kazantzakis (author of Zorba The Greek)

If you could ask the
people to do one thing
to change the world,
what would it be?
Follow your bliss.

Craziest thing ever
happen on tour?
We lived in a haunted RV bus whilst tour the U.S.
The RV was possessed and would not leave the state of
New Mexico. It would break down continuessly once we
left the state and no RV specialist could figure out what
was wrong with it until it talked back to us at a Romanian
gypsy's car dealership in the desert of Arizona.

Revolution or Peace?
Revolt peacefully, in the comforts of your mind. You are no slave to anyone. Speak your
mind and live your life according to how you see it fit. Dont use your own fears as a clutch
to go out their and experiences your true potential. Tear down the walls in your mind that
society has created to control you and the way you live.

What's next for the Barb Wire Dolls?
A huge European tour that has already started and will
continue all the way until next year.

Where do we find more
about the Barb Wire Dolls?

www.barbwiredolls.com
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The Technicolor
Sunshine Superman
Artist R. Smith
Written by Tony Billings and Kimberly Howard
Exosphere Radio for 3dotmag
I'm looking at an album cover from 1966. I
don't have to turn it over and look for a publication date, I don't have to search the internet
to find out when it was released. I just have to
look at the artwork and it screams to me “I am
an album cover from 1966”
1966 saw the explosion into popular culture
of an art form which has come to be known as
“psychedelia”. Its trademark bold colours combined with retro-garde Art Deco lines and composition
have come to typify that era. A quick delve into the readily available material on the subject tells us that the style
originated on the west coast amongst the LSD-fuelled
subculture of comic book artists and poster designers.
But wait a minute.
The cover I am looking at is an album called Sunshine
Superman by Donovan. I do now need to turn it over,
and maybe do a cursory Google search to reassure myself that I have my facts straight here.
A few clicks later I am able to confirm that the album
was released by Epic Records in New York City in 1966,
but nowhere can I find a clue to the actual artist who did
the work. It seems to have been produced in-house by the
record company. There is something nagging at me here,
something challenging the received "wisdom" about the
origins of “psychedelic” art. Who was the unnamed artist
working at Epic in early 1966? Was he a product of the

west-coast scene we are constantly told pioneered and
popularized this iconic rock n roll art form? Or was he
a pioneer in his own right? Was the colourful Art Deco
influenced artwork of the mid to late 60's actually a
product of its times, the spirit of the age, rather than
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simply an expression of the visions of mind-altering
substances as we have always been led to imagine.
Happily, our New York artist left us a key piece
of evidence....
There, way down in the bottom right corner of the
Sunshine Superman cover, cleverly concealed between
two leaves forming part of the detail of its Art Deco
border, we can just make out the inscription.. “R. Smith”.
Our quest for answers had begun, and would take us
on a roller-coaster journey through the New York music
scene of the sixties and seventies .....
Our artist, Dick Smith, as it turns out is a native New
Yorker through and through. Graduating from Syracuse
University in 1959 where he majored in Illustration, he
had never planned to be an album artist. As he explained
to us from his upstate New York home, “All of a sudden,
I realized I was graduating and had to go out into the
world and thought I’d better take some advertising courses
and so I ended up working at a place called Harold Breitner
in the city – in the Empire State building, actually”. Smith
laughed, as he recounted his surprise at learning that the
seventy ninth floor window next to his desk actually opened.
Into the 1960’s, Smith worked in various advertising jobs
for companies and clients such as Jaymar Slacks and
Kudner Advertising, where he would design the ads and
hire the models, but when he spotted an ad for a position
at Columbia Records. “I decided I'd like to do that rather
than work for Goodyear Tires … or slacks … “ he told
us, “so I answered the ad and started in what they call the
Bullpen, where people did things and you matted them.”
“Somebody left to go into the army and they asked if
I would take his place. Well, during that period I always
drew or painted – I call it my Art Nouveau, or Art Deco
period,” his voice became intense, animated, as he related
his obvious passion for this work, “I was doing these
drawings and giving them to people when we went out to
their houses as gifts - it was an Art Deco lady - a black
and white line drawing, very Aubrey Beardsley.”
I smiled incredulously as I listened on, knowing that
right here were my answers about the true background
to the birth of the so-called “psychedelic” revolution.
“All of a sudden I was designing in the promotion
department for Columbia Records,” Smith continued,
“and Len Levy who was the head of Epic records at the
time must have seen it or something and called me up to
a meeting and all these executive types are sitting around
there, and I had whatever short hair cut you had at the time
and into the room comes this guy in a big white fur coat and
all this afro hair, and - they introduced me to Donovan ...”
Dick was laughing as he recounted the story of that
meeting, totally unprompted he made a point of how, at
that time, he identified his image more closely with the
various assembled executives, than the long-haired, furcoated figure of Donovan, the likes of whom he had never
before encountered, far less the west-coast psychedelic
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scene, which might as well have been a million miles
from that board room in midtown Manhattan.
By now, I was on a mission, I wanted to make absolutely
certain that I was really hearing that the Sunshine Superman
cover, one of the very earliest examples of this art form
in popular culture, had really not emerged from that
comic-book, acid-drenched Californian scene. I asked
Dick again what had given him the inspiration for the
cover. “Well, as I said,” he told me, “Len Levy asked me
to do it because he had seen an Art Deco drawing I had
done, so I started thinking Art Nouveau and this is what
evolved.” He proudly held up his original artwork as,
smiling, he pointed to his modest signature hidden in the
bottom border. “On the back it doesn't give me credit,
because I worked for Columbia, or Epic at that time, so
I had to do it through an outside studio, Maura Studios,
but I put my signature here between two leaves, if you
look very closely, there it is, R Smith.”
“And the colours?” I asked him, “What prompted you
to blend this retro style with the bold colour schemes?”
“I love colour,” he said simply, “My whole life is colour,
I don't know what caused it.”
And there it was. A young man from New York City
with a passion for this stylized form of illustration, a love
of colour, a vivid imagination and a wealth of talent.
Dick Smith wasn't jumping on the bandwagon, he was
building it from the ground up and setting it rolling.
Perhaps the most striking thing about Dick Smith’s
character is his genuine incredulity at the notion that
anyone would be interested in hearing his story. To him,
he was just a man doing a job; a job in which he could
indulge his passions, for sure, and a job in which he was
lucky enough to meet the celebrities of his time on a
daily basis, but just his job, nevertheless. On the other
hand, for those of us who lived through that golden era
of album design, for whom there is an identification
between the music and the art, there is a wonderful
“wow factor” in suddenly getting to know this piece of
the picture that has been hidden for so long.
The Sunshine Superman cover in itself would have
been enough to put Dick Smith in my own personal hall
of fame, but his story had barely begun at that point.
After several years at Columbia / Epic, Smith moved on
to Scepter Records, and then to MGM/Verve and RCA
before a period working freelance designing book jackets
and then as Creative Director for the publishing company
Matthew Bender. Anyone with an interest in the music
and art of those times will most likely have held an album
or a book in their hands and be familiar with pieces of
his work, whether it be Hall and Oates iconic Along The
Red Ledge cover, The Velvet Underground’s self-titled
1969 release, Elmore Leonard’s novel, Glitz – Smith’s
work is varied and prolific, and the man himself is full
of anecdotes of the times.
“From Columbia I answered an ad and ended up at

Scepter Records,” he told us, “and what was interesting
to me was, how a lady named Florence Greenberg’s
daughter went to school with one of the Shirelles and
heard them sing and brought them to her mother who
started this record company called Scepter.”
“Now, Stanley Greenberg is the one that hired me,” he
continued, “and he was blind, and one of the first things
he said to me was naturally I will not have cover approval
so I knew right away that he had a sense of humour.”
Whilst at Scepter, Smith worked with Dionne Warwick,
whom he described as “ the most musically talented person
I have ever met.” He told us how his office was right
next to the recording studios and he struck up a great
friendship with her, “She would come into my office and
sit - we worked at 54th street and 8th avenue which is not
the nicest area, and she's sitting there talking and I noticed
this diamond ring on her finger that's the size of a golf
ball and I said Dionne, do you walk on the street with
that?” Smith laughed as he recounted the conversation,
“She said oh yes it's so big nobody thinks its real.”
It was whilst at Scepter that Smith designed the
distinctive 1969 cover for the American release of
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat.
He went on to work at MGM/Verve Records. His
boss there, Acy Lehman, liked Dick’s work so much, he
took him with him when he moved to RCA.
RCA had their own photographic studio, and Smith,
as Art Director, would supervise the shoots, “let's do it on
this background, that background, whatever, speak to the
artist, the manager etc., what are they wearing? Where
are we doing it?”
He spoke with particular fondness for a series of
recordings where he was able to return to his lifelong
passion for stylistic illustration, “The Bluebird Series was
old recordings of Louis Armstrong, Cab Calloway etc. I
gave them an Art Deco feel, using these borders.”
Still working directly for Acy Lehman, Dick told us
how one day his boss came to him complaining that he
couldn't deal with “these punks”, that Smith would have
to take them on himself … “Now Acy always wore a suit
and tie, whoever it was he was dealing with he was always
one step away from relating to them, because in those
days I was more casual - always elegant, but casual anyway I go in to meet these people who turned out
to be Hall and Oates.”
For me, just as Sunshine Superman had defined the
popular style of the sixties, so Along The Red Ledge,
by Hall and Oates, gives us a benchmark for the design
trends of the seventies. Why should I be surprised that
the same man is behind both of these classic covers?
For Smith, of course, it was all in his stride, “Now we
didn't know what the title was at that point, so as we did
in those days, I put a piece of glassine over the cover and
scribbled Hall and Oates in my crazy handwriting, we
didn't know what the title was so I just did a squiggle...”

With his cover mock-ups, RCA flew Smith out to
Minnesota, where Hall and Oates were currently touring,
and Daryl Hall told him, “We want your handwriting
just like it is.”
Hall then insisted that Dick came to their concert that
night, “Now I had never been to a Hall and Oates concert,”
Dick told me, laughing again, “not any concert at all that
I remember. I wasn't really into that kind of music and I
rarely got a chance to listen to all the music of the people
I was doing .... anyway they took me to the concert and
they sat me down in front of this huge speaker that was
the size of a wall! Well when Daryl comes out and does
this on the guitar,” he mimed a power chord, “at that
point I had an afro - and it just went like this!” he
laughed, showing me the effect his first rock concert
had on his hairstyle.
A few weeks later, Smith received a call from Daryl
Oates, asking if he could do the lyrics inside the album
sleeve in his own handwriting. “Now in those days you
didn’t do it on the computer,” Dick reminded us, “I did
them on a big tracing paper pad, and if I didn’t like
something I would actually have to cut it out and redo it
.. and so Daryl calls me one day and says we're changing
this to that ..”, he paused, drawing a deep breath, “I said,
Daryl do you realize I have to do all this by hand? And
he laughed....
“Anyway a couple of months later,” Dick continued,
“I was walking on my way home to Grand Central - I’m
on 5th Avenue and this gigantic limo was making a turn
onto 44th or 45th and the window rolls down and the car
stops, blocking everything on both streets - and it's Daryl
... Hi Dick and I said Hi Daryl and we're standing there
chatting until I said Daryl - you're blocking traffic ...”
Acy Lehman, having moved on again, asked to meet
him for lunch one day. “He said [RCA is] opening this
new department, SelectaVision and I’m, gonna be the
head but I need you - could you come?”
The SelectaVision department itself did not last too
long, as new video technologies began to supersede it, but
Smith's career continued to flourish at RCA as he worked
on the design of covers for many of their big name
artists. “As an art director,” he told us, “you’re responsible
for everything from the photograph (not taking it so
much, although there were times for classical albums I
would use one of my own photographs) but we hired
artists, we hired photographers and then I would design
the cover using those photographs.”
Dick Smith’s work was not confined to the world of
Rock n Roll. He smiled as he told us, “This is a classical
story, I don’t know if you can print it...”
He told us how, before a photo shoot at RCA, he had
visited the men’s room, and been standing next to a person
he didn't know. “I go into the photo studio afterwards and it
is this same person that we are going to take a photograph
of - this was James Levine from the Metropolitan Opera
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Orchestra, he was just becoming the director or the conductor or something, and we had to take these publicity photographs or a cover or something, and he was very very
nervous ...”.
Levine asked Smith if he could say something to
help him relax and be ready for the shoot. Dick continued, “I didn’t know him from Adam, wasn’t sure if I
could even say this but I said .. well, I don’t know if
you noticed but I was in the men's room with you, and
I almost got something caught when I realized who
you were .... He cracked up and we got some great
photographs.”
He speaks with fond memories of a photographer,
Nick Sangiamo, with whom he worked during his time
at RCA, and throughout his career has built up a collection of photographs of himself with some of the
celebrities he worked with. “When Nick was taking
pictures and I was in the room I would say can you
take a picture with me ... then I would send it to my
mother and I would say Mom, this is me and Guy
Lombardo ... I’m on the right ...”
When he finally left RCA, and after a period of freelance work, Dick answered an ad for Creative Director
at the legal publishing company, Matthew Bender and
Company, “Don Blohowiak, while interviewing me
said whoever we hire for this creative position is going
to be working on a computer and we will send them to
school .. and I said well really I’ve never worked in
front of a typewriter let alone a computer so if you're
sending someone to school let it be me ...”
Smith got the job, and sure enough was sent for
training on the computer on which he would be working. “So they sent me to school and everyone is sitting
there doing this and that on the computer and I'm sitting there and the teacher said to me what’s the matter
and I said - I don't even know how to turn it on .... cos
I had never sat in front of one ...”
We've barely had a chance to scratch the surface of
this prolific, yet modest artistic genius, and I hope that
one day more will be written of this artist’s story.
Someone will tell of the time of the “guy in trash can”
or the occasion when Bert Sugar had to yell at Smith
not to sit on Max Bialystock’s hat. (We’ve attached a
video on that for you to enjoy) but for now, we hope to
have helped fill in a few of the empty spaces about this
unsung pioneer of album cover design. He is part of
the rich tapestry of rock n roll history, and an integral
piece of the puzzle.
As we edited this ending together, we once again
noted how important his story is. He is not the product of 1960's California. Instead, he is a man whose
colourful anecdotes led us back in time.
Just to the left of Art Deco and nearly tripping into
the new ideas that Warhol would bring to the world's
stage of art we find Dick Smith. In many references
about Sunshine Superman, which was Dick’s first

album cover, historians credit that music and sound
as some of the first psychedelia released. The Art and
Music of that time go hand in hand. It is almost
impossible to envision one without the other.
Reluctant to let this man go, we asked him one last
question, “Was there ever any thought of how much
impact your work would continue to have so far into
the future?”
He smiled, the genuine smile of a man who had
simply enjoyed doing his job, “None at All.” END
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TAUK

Review and Interview by Donald Perry
Artwork by Hannah Pitkin and Mickey Sabatella

After opening the packaging, I could tell right
away that I was in for... This full length album,
Hominculus was not what I expected at all. The
classic sounds of funky, jazz, electronic and
fusion really turned my head up and down since
my taste buds for music are all over the place.

No words needed is something I never believed
in, but this one might change my mind. After
listening to a couple songs I finally started to
feel settled into a setting that made me see and
feel like i could or would go to sleep soon or be
lifted from my chair flying around in space
looking at visions of other times or spaces in life
and the universe... Then I really did fall off to
sleep and that was all I needed since I have not
been sleeping well for a while. Sometimes it’s
how it makes you feel and this made me feel
like relaxing into a deep sleep of dreams and
visions about... Homunculus! We interviewed
part of the band last year
and hope to see them live
in the near future. This is
a must if you like easy
listening sounds that take
you into dreamlands that
you may have never
entered. Take the ride
and TAUK. I like classical
music to metal to rap to...
and sometimes its more
about the lyrics for me,
which makes this a tough
listen for the poet inside
me, but the music made
more since with no words. Thank you
TAUK for helping me to see more of the...
INTERVIEW FROM EARLIER IN THE
YEAR ... (Charles “Charlie” Dolan-bassist)
and (Alric “A.C.” Carter-Keyboard/ Organ).
QUESTION: When did the group first meet?
ANSWER: Charlie - The group was first called
Tauk right around 2003. Matt, AC and I were
in 9th grade together. Although we started playing together two years earlier in middle school
as 7th graders. QUESTION: What was your
first paid gig with details? ANSWER: Charlie Our drummer at the time got us the gig. This

was about 2003. It was for his father’s law firm’s
Christmas party. I’m pretty sure we may have
played “Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer” and
“Play That Funky Music (White Boy)”....We
killed it! I think we made $150 each. QUESTION: What or who inspired the group? ANSWER: Charlie - I don’t remember being
inspired by a band or anything like that
at the time. Maybe Hendrix or The Who. It
was just fun. There was always a few people
messing around in a room with some drums
and guitars at our school during lunch time.
We decided to put a group together for the
talent show from that. Of
course, we played “Purple Haze.”
QUESTION: What are
your personal thoughts
about the future of the
music industry? ANSWER:
Charlie - Kinda like the
wild wild West right now.
People are listening to
more music than ever
and there’s more music
than ever to be heard.
Almost all of it can be
heard, and sometimes
created, by the click of
a button in any person’s household. The record
industry is no longer where the money is made
for most groups so the emphasis for us has to
be on touring and building a fan base that way,
which is where we are right at home. QUESTION:
So if your group was a painter or artist in history,
who would your group be? ANSWER: Charlie
- Salvador Dali. QUESTION: If you could
hang out with any president in history, who
would it be and why? ANSWER: Charlie –
JFK, so I could tell him to DUCK!!! END
www.taukband.com
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